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emotional state. (5) Cold "proneness" disappears completely
as a result of successful treatment, and does not recur.
Though these observations have little immediate practical

value, my experience demonstrates to me at least that the solu-
tion of the problem of the common cold lies in the sphere of
preventive psychological medicine. The specific factor is
psychological; the microbic one secondary.-I am, etc.,

E. WRIGLEY BRAITHWAITE,
Consulting Psychiatrist, Ministry of Health.

Sterility and Contraception
SmR,-In your issue of Sept. 11 (p. 350) Dr. Gibbon Fitzgibbon

of Dublin questions the accuracy of the statement that contra-
ception in nulliparous women is liable to cause sterility, and
asks for further evidence of this. His request would seem
most opportune, for there appears to be considerable loose
thinking upon this subject. Very few authorities are teaching
that contraceptive practice and sterility are related, but, should
this tenet be true, it is clearly most necessary that the whole
medical profession should recognize this fact and teach
accordingly. For this reason a full discussion should be
welcome.

Dr. Fitzgibbon finds that "the vast majority of causes of
primary sterility are conditions which pre-existed marriage.'
Informed opinion would surely anticipate this conclusion.
Mazer and Israel (Menstrual Disorders and Sterility, Heine-
mann) find that non-patency of the Fallopian tubes and faults
in the seminal fluid are the two commonest single factors in
the barren marriage. By no stretch of imagination could
contraceptive practices bear upon these.

Doctrines which coincide with people's deepest superstitions,
however unfounded, are always difficult to eradicate. From
time immemorial the infertile woman has tacitly accepted her
barrenness as a stigma and a punishment. It is a great responsi-
bility, therefore, to play upon fears of this nature. The point
is not merely academic. When the late Sir Francis Fremantle
announced in Parliament that this alleged danger of contracep-
tion must be "preached from the house-tops " he must have
brought grave anxiety to countless young married women, and
may have caused many to renounce their Service jobs, or
munition work, in favour of immediate pregnancy. If such
teaching is true, only good can result. But at a time when the
mysteries of sterility are beginning to be understood, surely
the medical profession must shoulder the responsibility of
agreeing upon such matters and giving concerted guidance upon
them to the public.-I am, etc.,

London. JOAN MALLESON.

Artificial Insemination
Srn,-I was interested in Dr. Mary Barton's letter (Sept. 4,

p. 312), and while I do not wish to. deprecate the value of
scientific work on this subject, I feel that the procedure which
she suggests where the husband has been proved the sterile
partner-namely, the insemination of the wife with donated
semen-is likely to worsen rather than improve the marital
relationship, and is also handicapping unfairly the child born
in this way. I shall deal with the psychological effects in each
partner and on the child in turn, as I see them.

First, the mother. She is given the satisfaction of bearing her
own child. Is Dr. Barton sure that this joy is sufficiently lastingand sufficiently embracing to give complete satisfaction to themother, knowing that her husband was not the father? Was the
donor carefully selected as resembling the sterile husband in appear-
ance, or in character, temperament, and all these traits which attract
a woman to a particular man? Have we any guarantee that the secret
of the child's birth will be for ever concealed within the breast of
husband and wife? Will the woman's love not tend to fix itself on
the child and withdraw more' and more from her husband, in spiteof his generosity? Does the fact that she agrees to such a pro-
cedure not suggest that a child-fixation of her love and affection is
almost inevitable?

Secondly, the husband, whom Dr. Barton seems to have left out
of her calculations. She speaks of the " generosity " of the husbandin giving his consent. I should rather use the expression " generous
impulse," and I should fear that such an impulse in times of anxietyand trial would be perhaps bitterly regretted. I can see the sterile
husband drifting away from his wife rather than being drawn closer
to her by such a solution of their problem.

Thirdly, the ch4id. Such a child would, in my opinion, be ex-
tremely prone to develop an Oedipus or mother-fixation complex.

To sum up. I am convinced that such a procedure would
lead to a constant struggle, obvious or repressed, between the
child and the husband for the woman's love and affection.
The effect of such emotional conflict seems to me fraught with
danger both to the marital relationship of husband and wife
and to that atmosphere of security and happiness in the home
which is so essential to the development of a child's personality.
On the other hand, I feel that the couple who adopt a child

by mutual consent, after the necessary investigation to make
sure that the husband is permanently sterile, have a much better
chance of achieving mutual happiness, and that the woman's
maternal instinct can be satisfied, sublimated perhaps if you
like, by the nurture and care of such a child, in. a fashion more
lasting than the thrill of the physical act of motherhood.-
I am, etc.,

Falkirk, Stirlingshire. ALEX. LEITCH.

SIR,-May I add to Dr. Barton's plea that careful considera-
tion be given to and greater use be made of artificia I
insemination. Among its indications are: (1) impotence-mole
especially for the persistent case of premature ejaculation
without penetration; (2) low counts containing some actively
motile normally shEtped sperms; (3) when the operation of
epididymo-vasostomy.is not desired or has proved unsuccessful
in cases of double epididymal block. Here needle puncture
can often obtain 0.2 or 0.3 c.cm. of fluid containing
active spermatozoa. By replacing the puncture needle with a
blunt Labat this amount can be inseminated without loss, giving
the only possible chance of a family. In all these instances
the husband's semen is utilized, and' there can surely be no
objection.

Selected donor semen, frequently that of the recipient's
brother-in-law, at the request of and with the agreement of
husband and wife, is more widely used in the -U.S.A., where
it has found much favour. In most cases it has prevented
and not caused the drifting apart of two people, and has
provided a child far more an integral member of the family
than any adopted child would have been, and also satisfied a
woman's yearning to have a child of her own.-I am, etc.,
London, W.C.1. REYNOLD H. BOYD.

SIR,-To-day great interest is being taken in artificial in-
semination for married women. As yet I have not seen a
discussion on its possibilities for unmarried women. Many of
the latter do desire children and would be happier, and far
less likely to develop into embittered spinsters, by realizing this
-ambition. The Church would surely be unable to frown on
such a practice, as immorality is not involved. I think that th-
Government should give consideration to this question. Such
offspring under present conditions would, I suppose, be regarded
as illegitimate.-I am, etc.,

London, W.9. ANNE ETHEL MCCANDLESS, M.B., Ch.B.

Penicillin
SIR,-Your interesting leading article on penicillin (Aug. 28,p. 269) contains the sentence: " The search for something elseas good as penicillin but perhaps more easily produced -hastherefore failed, as have efforts to synthesize it." This statementis less than just to many first-class organic chemists at presentengaged on attacking a problem essentially antecedent to thatof synthesis.
Even though to the admiring medical practitioner the organicchemist may seem a wizard, he is not capable of attemptingthe synthesis of a compound until he knows its constitutioni.He cannot know the constitution of any compound until hehas separated it in substantially pure form. Crystalline saltsof penicillin, it is reported, have only just been obtained forthe first time, and even these may well be less than 100%" pure." Hence characterization of pure penicillin has so farbeen out of the question. How much more so any attemptat synthesis! To say, therefore, that efforts to synthesize ithave failed is not fair comment. To state, on the other hand,that its isolation in pure form has so far not yet been achievedis correct, and is undoubtedly due to the extraordinary chemicalproperties of this extraordinary product of an extraordinaryorganism.-I am, etc.,
Greenford. Middlesex. A. L. BACHARACH.
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